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On an Extremal Problem for Colored Trees†
PAVEL VALTR
Let T be a tree such that there is a proper n-coloring c of the vertices of T which, besides a
technical condition, is akbkak -free, i.e., T contains no subdivision of a path u1; : : : ; u3k such that
c.u1/ D    D c.uk / D c.u2kC1/ D    D c.u3k / 6D c.ukC1/ D    D c.u2k /. Then T has
O.kn/ vertices. (The technical condition requires that T contains no subdivision of a properly 2-
colored star K1;3.) This solves a problem of Klazar, and extends analogous results for generalized
Davenport–Schinzel sequences.
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
By a tree, we always mean a finite undirected tree. A colored tree is a pair T D .T; c/,
where T is a (finite undirected) tree and c V V .T /! A is a vertex coloring of T . If no edge
is monochromatic then the coloring is said to be proper.
A properly 2-colored 4-vertex star K1;3 is called a tripod (Figure 1).
We say that a colored tree is tripod-free, if it contains no subdivision of a tripod.
We say that a colored tree .T; c/ is abba-free, if it contains no subdivision of a path
u1; u2; u3; u4 on four vertices such that c.u1/ D c.u4/ 6D c.u2/ D c.u3/. Similarly, we
say that a colored tree .T; c/ is akbkak-free, if it contains no subdivision of a path u1; : : : ; u3k
such that c.u1/ D    D c.uk/ D c.u2kC1/ D    D c.u3k/ 6D c.ukC1/ D    D c.u2k/.
For n  2, tak bkak .n/ is defined as the maximum number of vertices in a properly n-colored
akbkak-free tree, tabba.n/ is defined analogously.
Motivated by related results and questions about colored trees and generalized Davenport–
Schinzel sequences, Klazar [4, 5] posed the problem of determining the validity of tabba.n/ D
O.n/. In this paper we prove tabba.n/ D O.n/ by proving the following much stronger result:
THEOREM 1. For all k  1 and n  2,
9kn − O.k C n/  tak bkak .n/  24kn:
Thus, tabba.n/  ta2b2a2.n/ D O.n/. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 2. Now, we describe
some of the related questions and results.
A colored tree T D .T; c/ is said to be k-sparse, if any two different vertices colored by
the same color have a graph distance of at least k in T . Thus, T is 2-sparse if it is properly
colored. A colored path is a special case of a colored tree, when the tree is a path. Any finite
sequence u D x1; x2; : : : ; xl yields a colored path Pu D .P; c/, where P D v1; v2; : : : ; vl and
c.vi / D xi for i D 1; : : : ; l.
Two colored trees T1 D .T1; c1/, T2 D .T2; c2/ are said to be equivalent if there is a graph
isomorphism I between T1 and T2 and a bijection b V A! A such that c1.v/ D b.c2.I .v///
for each vertex v of T1. We say that T1 is contained in T2 if T2 contains a subdivision of a
colored tree equivalent to T1.
For a sequence u, we say that a colored tree T is u-free if Pu is not contained in T .
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FIGURE 1. The tripod is the star K1;3 properly colored by two colors i; j .
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FIGURE 2. A properly n-colored tripod-free star K1;2n−2.
Klazar [3–5] studied the maximum size tP .n/ of a k-sparse tripod-free P-free n-colored
tree, where P is a colored path colored by exactly k colors. For a sequence u, we write, for
short, tu.n/ instead of tPu .n/ (Pu is the colored path associated with u; the notation tu.n/
also simplifies the original notation Ex.Pu; n/T from [3–5]). This notation corresponds to
the previously defined function tak bkak .n/, where akbkak denotes the sequence of length 3k
whose first and last k terms equal a and the middle k terms equal b, b 6D a.
The function tu.n/ is a modification of an analogous function fu.n/ D Ex.u; n/ defined by
means of sequence containments. As a generalization of the concept of Davenport–Schinzel
sequences (see [7] for a survey), the function fu.n/ was introduced in [1] and further studied,
for example, in [2–6].
We note that the tripod condition is introduced to exclude arbitrarily large stars (which are
u-free for each sequence u of length more than three) and other trees with no long paths. The
k-sparseness is introduced to exclude colored trees containing arbitrarily long colored paths
with vertices colored periodically by fewer than k colors.
Depending on u, the function tu.n/may asymptotically behave in one of the following three
ways (see [8]):
(i) tu.n/ D O.1/,
(ii) tu.n/ D 2.n/,
(iii) tu.n/
n
tends very slowly to infinity as n tends to infinity.
It is easy to see that tu.n/ D O.1/ if and only if u is a sequence of at most three pairwise
different terms (if the length of u is more than three then the colored star K1;2n−2 in Figure 2
shows that tu.n/  2n − 1; if two terms in u are equal then any tree on n vertices colored by
1; 2; : : : ; n shows that tu.n/  n). However, it seems to be a difficult problem to characterize
the set of sequences u with tu.n/ D 2.n/.
Klazar [3, 4] showed that tabab.n/ D 2n − 1 (here abab denotes an alternating sequence of
length 4). On the other hand, tababa.n/=n ! 1 follows from the theory of Davenport–
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FIGURE 3. A properly n-colored akbkak -free tripod-free tree on 9.k−1/.n−2/C2 D 9kn−O.nC k/
vertices (for n D 6 and k D 3).
Schinzel sequences [7]. These results and analogous results for generalized Davenport–
Schinzel sequences motivated Klazar [4, 5] to pose the problem of determining the validity of
tabba.n/ D O.n/. Now, when we have a proof of the more general result in Theorem 1, the
most interesting open problem in this area seems to be the problem of determining whether
fak bkak bk .n/ D O.n/ holds for any fixed k  2. This problem has already been mentioned in
[5].
We note that it follows from a simple construction and from the upper bound in Theorem 1
that there are two positive constants c1 and c2 such that
c1.k C l C m/n  tak bl am .n/  c2.k C l C m/n;
for any k; l;m; n  1:
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The lower bound follows from the construction shown in Figure 3 for k D 3 and n D 6 (the
central path between the two vertices of degree k − 1 has .k − 1/.n − 2/C 2 vertices and the
remaining vertices lie on 2.n − 2/ paths (branches) of 4.k − 1/ vertices). We remark that this
construction is a modification of an unpublished construction of Christian Vogt giving the best
known lower bound 5n − 8 on tabba.n/. In the rest of the paper we give a proof of the upper
bound in Theorem 1.
Let T D .T; c/ be a tripod-free akbkak-free properly n-colored tree. We first simplify the
coloring c by introducing at most 4n new colors as follows.
We say that a vertex v of T D .T; c/ is peripheral, if it is a leaf of the smallest subtree of
T containing all vertices colored by the color c.v/. It was shown in [3, 5] that a tripod-free
properly n-colored tree contains at most 4.n − 1/ < 4n peripheral vertices. It follows that T
has at most 4n leaves and at most 4n − 2 vertices of degree more than two. We fix any leaf in
T and call it a root. For each vertex v in T , P.v/ will denote the path from the root to v.
Let v1; v2; : : : ; vp be the peripheral vertices of T . We now change the coloring on T in p
steps as follows. For i D 1; 2; : : : ; p, let di be the color of the vertex vi before the i th step. In
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Root
FIGURE 4. Basic paths in a rooted tree (edges lying on basic paths are drawn by a full line, one-vertex
basic paths are marked by squares).
the i th step, we change the color of all vertices on the path P.vi / colored by di to a new color
ai . Colors of all the other vertices remain unchanged in the i th step. Let c0 be the coloring
obtained after all the p steps.
OBSERVATION 2.
(1) c0 V V .T /! fai ji D 1; : : : ; pg is a vertex coloring of T by at most 4n colors,
(2) each color in the coloring c0 appears only on a single path from the root,
(3) .T; c0/ is akbkak-free.
PROOF. (1) For a vertex v 2 V .T /, let i be the smallest index such that c.vi / D c.v/ and
v 2 P.vi /. Then the color of v is changed to ai in the i th step. Thus, c0 uses only the colors
a1; : : : ; ap. Since there are at most 4n peripheral vertices, we have p  4n.
(2) Each color ai appears only on the path P.vi /.
(3) The change from c to c0 can be seen as splitting each color in c into several new colors in
c0. If two new colors ai ; a j come from different colors di ; d j in c, respectively, then vertices
colored by ai ; a j cannot realize akbkak since vertices colored by di ; d j do not realize akbkak .
It remains to settle the case when two colors ai ; a j come from the same color d. We now show
that in this case vertices colored by ai ; a j do not realize aba. Suppose to the contrary that there
are three vertices u1; u2; u3 (in this order) on a single path such that c0.u1/ D c0.u3/ D ai
and c0.u2/ D a j . Certainly, u1; u2; u3 all lie on the path P.vi /. We may suppose that u3
lies on the path P.u1/. Let the colors of u1 and u2 become different in an lth step, for some
l; 1  l  p. Then the colors of u1 and u3 also differ after the lth step, and they will never
become the same again — a contradiction. 2
We say that a vertex v in .T; c0/ is proper, if the path P.v/ contains at least 2k vertices
colored by c0.v/ and there are at least k− 1 vertices colored by c0.v/ outside P.v/; otherwise
we say that v is improper. Since c0 uses at most 4n colors and each color is used only on a
single path from the root, at most .3k − 2/4n vertices in .T; c0/ are improper.
We say that a path in T is basic if it is a maximum path in T with the property that only
its vertex of largest distance to the root has a degree different from two. Basic paths form a
partition of the vertex set of T , and each of them is a subpath of a path from the root (see
Figure 4).
Since T has at most 4n leaves and at most 4n − 2 vertices of degree more than two, there
are at most 4nC .4n− 2/ D 8n− 2 basic paths in T . We now further refine these basic paths.
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FIGURE 5. Verticeswi ; w0i and edges ei ; e0i in the colored tree .T; c0/ for k D 1 (the color of each vertex
is placed to the left of the vertex, it is underlined if the vertex is proper).
For each color ai , let wi be the proper vertex colored by ai closest to the root, and let ei be
the edge going from wi in the direction toward the root. Similarly, let w0i be the proper vertex
colored by ai furthermost from the root. If the degree of w0i is two, then we define e0i as the
edge going from wi in the direction from the root; otherwise e0i is not defined (see Figure 5).
If the edge ei or e0i lies on a basic path, then we split the basic path at this edge. Doing this
for each color ai , we obtain a partition of basic paths into at most .8n − 2/ C 2  4n < 16n
subpaths, which we further call refined basic paths (see Figure 6).
LEMMA 3. All proper vertices on a refined basic path are colored by the same color.
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that some refined basic path contains two proper vertices
v1; v2 colored differently in the coloring c0. By the definition of refined basic paths, all vertices
on the path between v1 and v2 colored by c0.v1/ or c0.v2/ are proper. Therefore, we may
choose v1 and v2 such that no internal vertex of the path P between v1 and v2 is colored
by c0.v1/ or c0.v2/. We denote c1 D c0.v1/ and c2 D c0.v2/. By the definition of proper
vertices, the path Q connecting the root with the path P (and having no common vertex with
P) contains at least 2k− 1 vertices colored by the color c1 and at least 2k− 1 vertices colored
by the color c2. It follows that Q contains 2k vertices u1; : : : ; u2k (in this order from the root)
such that either
c0.u1/ D    D c0.uk/ D c1 and c0.ukC1/ D    D c0.u2k/ D c2;
or
c0.u1/ D    D c0.uk/ D c2 and c0.ukC1/ D    D c0.u2k/ D c1:
We restrict ourselves only to the first case (the second case is analogous). Since v1 is proper,
there are k vertices v1 D u2kC1; u2kC2; : : : ; u3k outside Q colored by the color c1. The vertices
u1; u2; : : : ; u3k realize akbkak in .T; c0/ — a contradiction. 2
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FIGURE 6. Basic paths and refined basic paths in the tree .T; c0/ for k D 1 (those of positive length are
drawn by a full line and those of zero length are marked by squares).
Since c0 is a proper coloring, it follows from Lemma 3 that on any refined basic path the
number of proper vertices is at most one more than the number of improper vertices. Recall
that there are at most .3k − 2/  4n improper vertices and at most 16n refined basic paths.
Thus, the number of proper vertices is at most .3k − 2/ 4n C 16n, and T contains at most
.3k − 2/ 4n C ..3k − 2/ 4n C 16n/ D 24kn vertices.
There has been a significant progress since the submission of this paper. The paper [9] gives
an asymptotic estimate on tu.n/ for a large class of sequences u. For example, it contains
a proof that if u is a sequence over 2 letters then tu.n/ D O.n/ iff (in our notation) Pu is
ababa-free. In particular, tak bkak bk .n/ 6D O.n/ for k  2, which solves a problem mentioned
in the introduction. See also the survey paper [8].
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